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How Salesforce Supports Cost Reduction 
Opportunities for Manufacturers



A Changing 
Business Climate
The US economy saw the most prolonged economic recovery in the past ten years.1 
Low-interest rates, wage growth, and unleashed post-pandemic demand led the US 
economy at large to focus on growth opportunities. For manufacturers, this ten-year 
recovery period translated to an average 13% top-line revenue gain.2 

However, changing headwinds stemming from the highest inflation rate in 40 years, social 
and geopolitical events– including the COVID-19 pandemic, the Great Resignation, and the 
War in Ukraine– have dampened economic forecasts.3 This economic uncertainty has also 
led 59.3% of CEO-level Manufacturing leaders to believe an economic recession is imminent 
as companies now grapple with a need to demonstrate profitability over top-line growth.4 

The trends impacting a refreshed focus on cost reductions are not 
new. These have existed long before record high inflation and the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Economic uncertainty has brought about a 
renewed focus on these– exemplified by a National Association of 
Manufacturers survey, showing the primary business challenges 
top of mind for US manufacturing executives.4

Existing Trends, New Urgency

While Salesforce’s suite of solutions can help 
manufacturers grow their top-line revenue, 
growing economic uncertainty has increased 
the value of cash flows and the need to 
identify in-house savings. 

Unpacking How Salesforce 
Supports Profitability
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Salesforce can help bolster your top line 
revenue growth and….

support sustained financial benefits 
through cost reductions, with leaner 
operations and freer cash flow 

Supply Chain 
Disruptions

Pricing & Margin 
Management 

Workforce 
Shortages

Business Agility 
& Productivity

Follow the icons above 
throughout the whitepaper 
to learn more about 
these industry trends

As manufacturers work to address inflation and the ability to 
maintain historical product margins, they will need to solve for 
supply chain disruptions and a rising cost of labor within a tight 
market. Business agility and productivity remain paramount in 
developing the products for the next wave of innovation and 
delivering an exceptional employee and customer experience.

By partnering with Salesforce, manufacturers can answer these 
trends and future-proof their business models.

90.1%

85.5%

80.7%

73.2%

Increased raw material cost

Supply chain challenges

Attracting & retaining quality workers

Transportation & logistics costs



Trends Driving A 
New Financial Outlook
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● Discount and Rebate leakage can 
increase as manufacturer clients 
seek upstream procurement savings 

● Lack of visibility into the sales 
motions of high-margin products 
and goal tracking 

● Revenue leakage due to 
misalignment of the pricing, cost of 
goods, and desired margin

● Decreased availability of material 
which leads to a downward revision 
in volume forecasts 

● Geopolitical risks that would force 
companies to operate more than 
one supply chain

● Static and non-actionable supply 
chain information unable to link 
sales commitments to order 
fulfillment 

● Labor supply scarcity & inflationary 
environment driving wage inflation 
and degrading margin

● Shortage of skilled digital workforce 
in a tight labor market

● Technical debt and inefficient 
processes damage employee 
experience, productivity, and 
knowledge transfer

● Increased market volatility and lack 
of visibility in demand planning 

● Annual planning and forecasting 
processes unable to keep up with 
dynamic market events

● Rising costs to serve attributed to 
the higher cost of labor and 
transportation 

Higher energy, transportation, and commodity prices have 
compounded pricing issues for manufacturers. At current inflation 
rates, a manufacturer with a 30% gross margin would need to implement 
a yearly 8% price increase to maintain historical margins.5 The traditional 
siloed nature of procurement teams, who understand costs; pricing 
teams, who set standard fees; and sales teams, who manage discounting– 
further impacts this issue. Inefficiencies and a lack of visibility to real-time 
data may lead to a pricing scheme that does not reflect the actual cost of 
goods for products and services, as upstream prices for commodities 
fluctuate daily.

Pricing & Margin Management

The Great Resignation intensified a labor shortage for 
manufacturers for skilled hourly labor and digital talent. Deloitte’s 
2022 annual survey shows an estimated shortfall of 2.1 million skilled jobs 
by 2030 with 38% of manufacturing executives reporting that attracting 
new workers is their top priority for the production workforce in 2022, 
followed by retention, 31%, and reskilling, 13%.6 Even for manufacturers 
able to meet their digital labor needs, rising wages and legacy, inefficient 
processes can lead to higher than ever labor costs. 

Workforce Shortages

Manufacturers must remain nimble as the US economy faces 
uncertainty and socio-political events impact supply chains. 
Salesforce’s research shows that 81% of surveyed manufacturers require 
new approaches and tools to support accurate forecasting. And 8 in 10 
say inaccessible data, legacy tools, and cloistered teams impede their 
forecasting process.7 Increasing forecasting capabilities can give 
manufacturers greater business agility and access to real-time data 
across multiple business units, regions, and products to drive flexible and 
multi-tiered responses to disruptions.

Business Agility & Productivity

Shipping port closures, unleashed pent-up demand, and historical 
inflation rates have unraveled traditional supply chain 
management. For manufacturers operating on historical data, economic 
uncertainty, an upheaval in established supplier relationships, and 
unstable demand translate into a lack of visibility. Even with lower 
projected consumption attributed to higher interest rates, 85.5% of 
CEO-level manufacturing executives cite supply chain challenges as a top 
concern, with a year-over-year increase in the projected timeline in which 
executives could expect some abatement.4

Supply Chain Disruptions 
Cost Implications 

for Manufacturers



A Look at Today’s 
P&L Statement
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The following Profit and Loss Statement allows us to dissect current manufacturing cost 
growth exacerbated by the trends on a line-by-line basis. 

Manufacturer P&L Statement

Revenue

Less: Sales Discounts 3.75%

Less: Rebate Allowances 1.25%

Cost of Goods Sold

Direct Labor

Direct Wages +5.5%

Temporary Staff +5.5%

Direct Material

Raw Materials & Inventory +6.9%

Freight & Storage +16%

Indirect Factory Overhead

Insurance +6.8%

Utilities +10%

Operating Expenses

Selling, General & Administrative

Non-Manufacturing Wages +3.8%

Marketing & Advertising +2.3%

Technology Solutions +6.5%

Estimated Discount and Rebate Leakage of 
3.75% and 1.25%, respectively, as a 
percentage of revenue lost8

Increased average hourly earnings for 
manufacturing production by 5.5%4 due to 
labor supply scarcity and wage inflation

Technical debt and inefficient processes 
damage employee experience, productivity, 
and knowledge transfer– leading to a projected 
increase of 2.3% and 6.5% in marketing spend12 
and technology spend13, respectively

Shortage of skilled digital workforce in a tight 
labor market with an expected 
salaried-employee wage growth of 3.8%4

Growing misalignment between pricing, cost 
of goods and desired margin as buyers seek 
upstream savings 

Supply chain and market instability, leading 
to an estimated 10% increase in utility 
costs10 and a 6.8% increase for insurance 
costs11 for manufacturers 

Annual planning/forecasting processes unable to 
keep up with dynamic market events

Rising costs of goods based on a 6.9% 
expected raw material cost increase4 and a 
16% increase in transportation and 
warehousing costs9

!

Even considering the current uncertain 
and inflationary economic 
environment, a 2022 Gartner survey of 
128 CEOs and CFOs noted ‘investments 
in technology for improved efficiency 
and scalability’ as the least likely 
investment category to cut in the face 
of continued economic disruption. 14

5.5% Increase in 
Direct Hourly 
Earnings 

6.9% Increase in 
Raw Material 
Costs

16% Increase in 
Freight & 
Storage Costs

3.8% Increase in 
Non-Manufacturing 
Wages

!

!

!

!

Cost Implications for Manufacturers



Delivering Business 
Value with Salesforce
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The metrics below show the average financial and business benefits secured by Salesforce 
manufacturing clients based on our 2023 Customer Success Survey.15

28% average increase in forecast accuracy 

26% decrease time to analyze information

30% faster delivery of business driving 
reports/analytics

20% average decrease in time from quote to close

13% average reduction in discount leakage

8% average reduction in rebate leakage

16% average decrease in employee attrition

29% average increase in employee engagement

26% average decrease in ramp time to onboard 
new employees

25% average decrease in IT Costs 

24% average decrease in truck roll-out costs 

29% average increase in cases resolved 
due to self-service

29
Average Increase in 
Insights-Driven 
Decision Making

28
Average Increase in 
Agent Productivity

27
Decrease in 
Service/Support Costs

33
Average Reduction in 
Pricing Errors

%

%

%

%

Source: 2023 Customer Success Survey conducted from May-June 2022, with n=135-145 Manufacturing industry respondents, randomly selected 
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Manufacturer P&L Statement

Revenue

Less: Sales Discounts

Less: Rebate Allowances

Cost of Goods Sold

Direct Labor

Direct Wages

Temporary Staff

Direct Material

Raw Materials & Inventory

Freight & Storage

Indirect Factory Overhead

Insurance

Utilities

Operating Expenses

Selling, General & Administrative

Non-Manufacturing Wages 

Marketing & Advertising

Technology Solutions 

A Salesforce Enabled 
P&L Statement
The following Profit and Loss Statement provides insight into how Salesforce’s suite of 
solutions can deliver business value for manufacturers on a line-by-line basis. 

Business Value Delivered

Salesforce mitigates revenue leakage with a 13% 
reduction in average discounts and an 8% 
reduction in average rebates through higher 
visibility and error reduction in the Configure, 
Price and Quote processes

Through a 29% average increase in employee 
engagement and 16% average attrition decrease 
Salesforce mitigates direct labor and temporary 
staff costs, supporting a more productive and 
engaged hourly workforce 

Through our marketing capabilities and the 
rationalization of your tech landscape, 
Salesforce enables a 28% increase in 
marketing ROI and a 25% average decrease 
in IT costs, inclusive of support/admin, 
infrastructure, and integration costs

A 29% average increase in insights-driven 
decision making supports the continuous 
alignment of cost of goods and desired margin

A 28% average increase in forecast accuracy 
lowers your carrying and production 
scheduling costs. Ultimately Salesforce allows 
you to partner better, meet Service Level 
Agreements (SLA), and mitigate Freight and 
Storage Costs stemming from ad hoc 
expedited shipping needs

By lowering the average ramp time to 
onboard new employees by 26% and 
increasing agent productivity by 28%, 
Salesforce enables your digital workforce to 
do more and upskill to meet new challenges, 
reducing back-office costs 

The metrics above demonstrate the real financial impact realized by 
Salesforce’s manufacturing clients based on our annual Customer 

Success Survey.15 As a trusted partner, our aim is to collaborate with you 
to understand your business needs, strategic goals, and how Salesforce 

can help rationalize your costs and realize savings.



How Salesforce Solutions 
Meet Your Challenges
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Enabled by Salesforce Capabilities

Salesforce’s solutions support manufacturers in managing Rebate and 
Discount Leakage and developing Configure, Price, and Quote (CPQ) 
process insights. Through data aggregation powered by MuleSoft, 
Salesforce pulls directly from your ERP, allowing Salesforce to act as a 
single source of truth and providing your business with the transparency 
and tracking to manage Sales Agreements and Purchase Agreements. 
Advanced analytics delivered by Einstein leverage past customer 
purchasing behavior, allowing your business to model pricing schemes and 
making it easier for your stakeholders to do business with you.

Pricing & Margin Management

Manufacturers able to integrate data from siloed and 
point-solution platforms can operate more efficiently, accurately 
and better understand their customers. By providing higher 
visibility into material forecasting through Tableau’s visually appealing 
dashboards, Salesforce enables a seamless forecasting experience for 
manufacturers. The integrated Manufacturing Cloud, which includes 
procurement, CRM, and service solutions, allows manufacturers to 
assesses which potential suppliers are at risk of not meeting their 
promised lead times while also tracking supplier performance from a 
safety, quality, and cost standpoint.

Supply Chain Disruptions 

✓ Optimize Business processes irrespective 
of systems and data sources 

✓ Access information on a single 
organize-wide platform anywhere 

Enabled by Salesforce Capabilities

✓ Develop informed decisions with 
time-series-based projections and predictive 
insights on account health/pricing 
performance through Manufacturing Cloud

✓ Aggregate data to develop a single source of 
truth delivered by MuleSoft

✓ Optimize and automate incentive 
programs, including Discounts and 
Rebates, with intelligent analytics 
courtesy of Manufacturing Cloud

✓ Support Seamless Engagement 
across dealers, distributors, and 
internal processes

Img here

Img here



How Salesforce Solutions 
Meet Your Challenges
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Enabled by Salesforce Capabilities

To enable a nimble manufacturing organization, the right data is 
required at the right time by the right people. Through Mulesoft and 
Tableau data integration and aggregation capabilities, manufacturing 
leaders can view, dissect and analyze productivity information– allowing 
these to solve nascent issues and mitigate future ones. The Salesforce 
platform also provides a cohesive journey for any persona in the 
manufacturing ecosystem. By providing different industry personas 
access to information from anywhere, on any device, and at any time, 
your workforce is transformed into a digitally-enabled, productive and 
predictive workforce. 

Business Agility & Productivity

By holistically changing your business into a digital-first enterprise, 
Salesforce can lower your employee attrition rate. Concierge’s 
self-service enablement, Slack’s asynchronous collaboration capabilities, 
and advanced actionable analytics delivered through Einstein equip your 
workforce with the tools required to do more with less. Trailhead’s 
Learning Management System capabilities also support your employee 
upskilling needs, allowing faster onboarding and knowledge transfer, 
while Marketing Cloud’s Customer Journey capabilities deliver an 
automated customer-centric employee experience.

Workforce Shortages 

✓ Increased employee productivity, agility, and 
engagement through Salesforce’s collaboration tools 

✓ Integrate data across systems and silos and 
automation of manual processes delivered by 
embedded predictive insights, AI, and MuleSoft

Enabled by Salesforce Capabilities

✓ Provide Omni channel experience and 24/7 
Always-On Service & Virtual Servicing 

✓ Facilitate Ecosystem-Wide Visibility & 
Collaboration 

✓ Connect various functions across 
point solutions, and drive digital 
decision making

✓ Accelerate automation through no-code 
tools, allowing Digital teams to leverage 
pre-built objects, processes, and 
frameworks for manufacturing

Img here

Img here



Interested in learning more about how 
Salesforce manufacturing solutions 

can help lower your operating costs?
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